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SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

12x32  $16,395  $764.03  $688.13 

12x36  $18,645  $868.19  $781.88 

12x40  $20,295  $944.58  $850.63 

14x32  $20,545  $956.16  $861.04 

14x36  $22,595  $1,051.06  $946.46 

14x40  $24,745  $1,150.60  $1,036.04 

16x32  $22,945  $1,067.27  $961.04 

16x36  $25,395  $1,180.69  $1,063.13 

16x40  $27,745  $1,289.49  $1,161.04 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

8x16  $7,145  $335.79  $302.71 

10x16  $7,845  $368.19  $331.88 

10x20  $9,395  $439.95  $396.46 

10x24  $11,295  $527.92  $475.63 

12x16  $9,895  $463.10  $417.29 

12x20  $10,995  $514.03  $463.13 

12x24  $12,295  $574.21  $517.29 

12x32  $14,945  $696.90  $627.71 

12x36  $17,095  $796.44  $717.29 

12x40  $19,045  $886.71  $798.54 

14x24  $14,595  $680.69  $613.13 

14x32  $15,595  $726.99  $654.79 

14x36  $21,245  $988.56  $890.21 

14x40  $23,345  $1,085.79  $977.71 

16x32  $21,545  $1,002.45  $902.71 

16x36  $23,945  $1,113.56  $902.71 

16x40  $26,345  $1,224.68  $1,102.71 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

10x20  $10,195  $476.99  $429.79 

12x20  $11,645  $544.12  $490.21 

12x24  $12,945  $604.31  $544.38 

12x32  $15,595  $726.99  $654.79 

12x36  $17,745  $826.53  $744.38 

12x40  $19,595  $912.18  $821.46 

14x24  $15,295  $713.10  $642.29 

14x32  $19,595  $912.18  $821.46 

14x36  $21,845  $1,016.34  $915.21 

14x40  $23,945  $1,113.56  $1,002.71 

16x32  $22,195  $1,032.55  $929.79 

16x36  $24,545  $1,141.34  $1,027.71 

16x40  $26,995  $1,254.77  $1,129.79 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

12x24  $13,095  $611.25  $550.63 

12x32  $15,845  $738.56  $665.21 

12x36  $17,995  $838.10  $754.79 

12x40  $19,795  $921.44  $829.79 

14x24  $15,545  $724.68  $652.71 

14x32  $19,795  $921.44  $829.79 

14x36  $21,995  $1,023.29  $921.46 

14x40  $24,145  $1,122.82  $1,011.04 

16x32  $23,345  $1,085.79  $977.71 

16x36  $24,795  $1,152.92  $1,038.13 

16x40  $27,195  $1,264.03  $1,138.13 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

8x12  $4,495  $213.10  $192.29 

8x16  $5,995  $282.55  $254.79 

10x12  $5,945  $280.23  $252.71 

10x14  $6,045  $284.86  $256.88 

10x16  $6,395  $301.06  $271.46 

10x20  $8,145  $382.08  $344.38 

12x12  $6,545  $308.01  $277.71 

12x14  $7,045  $331.16  $298.54 

12x16  $7,795  $365.88  $329.79 

12x20  $9,495  $444.58  $400.63 

12x24  $11,145  $520.97  $469.38 

12x32  $13,695  $639.03  $575.63 

12x36  $15,295  $713.10  $642.29 

12x40  $16,945  $789.49  $711.04 

14x24  $13,695  $639.03  $575.63 

14x32  $17,795  $828.84  $746.46 

14x36  $19,845  $923.75  $831.88 

14x40  $21,945  $1,020.97  $919.38 

16x32  $20,145  $937.64  $844.38 

16x36  $22,545  $1,048.75  $944.38 

16x40  $24,895  $1,157.55  $1,042,29 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

8x16  $5,295  $250.14  $225.63 

10x14  $6,345  $298.75  $269.38 

10x16  $6,695  $314.95  $283.96 

10x20  $8,445  $395.97  $356.88 

12x14  $7,345  $345.05  $311.04 

12x16  $8,095  $379.77  $342.29 

12x20  $9,795  $458.47  $413.13 

12x24  $11,395  $532.55  $479.79 

12x32  $13,995  $652.92  $588.13 

12x36  $15,595  $726.99  $654.79 

12x40  $17,245  $803.38  $723.54 

14x24  $13,995  $652.92  $588.13 

14x32  $18,095  $842.73  $758.96 

14x36  $20,145  $937.64  $844.38 

14x40  $22,245  $1,034.86  $931.88 

16x32  $20,445  $951.53  $856.88 

16x36  $22,795  $1,060.32  $954.79 

16x40  $25,195  $1,171.44  $1,054.79 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

12x20  $11,295  $527.92  $475.63 

12x24  $12,945  $604.31  $544.38 

12x32  $15,445  $720.05  $648.54 

12x36  $17,045  $794.12  $715.21 

12x40  $18,695  $870.51  $783.96 

14x24  $15,445  $720.05  $648.54 

14x32  $19,495  $907.55  $817.29 

14x36  $21,595  $1,004.77  $904.79 

14x40  $23,745  $1,104.31  $994.38 

16x32  $21,895  $1,018.66  $917.29 

16x36  $24,195  $1,125.14  $1,013.13 

16x40  $26,645  $1,238.56  $1,115.21 

ULG - Urethane Lofted Garage

ULBC - Urethane Lofted Barn Cabin ULB - Urethane Lofted Barn

USLB - Urethane Side Lofted Barn

USLBC - Urethane Side 
Lofted Barn Cabin

UCLBC - Urethane Center 
Lofted Barn Cabin

(pictured in metal)

UPLBC - Urethane Premier 
Lofted Barn Cabin



PRICE INSERT 2022 6395 PREMIERBUILDINGS.US

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

8x16  $5,945  $280.23  $252.71 
10x16  $7,495  $351.99  $317.29 
10x20  $9,145  $428.38  $386.04 
10x24  $9,845  $460.79  $415.21 
12x16  $8,195  $384.40  $346.46 
12x20  $9,545  $446.90  $402.71 
12x24  $10,695  $500.14  $450.63 
12x32  $13,845  $645.97  $581.88 
12x36  $15,245  $710.79  $640.21 
12x40  $16,895  $787.18  $708.96 
14x24  $13,445  $627.45  $565.21 
14x32  $17,095  $796.44  $717.29 
14x36  $19,045  $886.71  $798.54 
14x40  $20,795  $967.73  $871.46 
16x32  $19,195  $893.66  $804.79 

16x36  $21,345  $993.19  $894.38 

16x40  $23,395  $1,088.10  $979.79 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

12x24  $11,495  $537.18  $483.96 
12x32  $14,395  $671.44  $604.79 
12x36  $16,145  $752.45  $677.71 
12x40  $17,695  $824.21  $742.29 
14x24  $14,195  $662.18  $596.46 
14x32  $17,895  $833.47  $750.63 
14x36  $19,745  $919.12  $827.71 
14x40  $21,595  $1,004.73  $904.79 
16x32  $20,045  $933.01  $840.21 

16x36  $22,045  $1,025.60  $923.54 

16x40  $24,195  $1,125.14  $1,013.13 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

12x20  $10,195  $476.99  $429.79 
12x24  $11,395  $532.55  $479.79 
12x32  $14,495  $676.06  $608.96 
12x36  $15,995  $745.51  $671.46 
12x40  $17,595  $819.58  $738.13 

14x24  $13,745  $641.34  $577.71 
14x32  $17,895  $833.47  $750.63 
14x36  $19,695  $916.81  $825.63 
14x40  $21,445  $997.82  $898.54 
16x32  $19,945  $928.38  $836.04 

16x36  $21,995  $1,023.29  $921.46 

16x40  $24,145  $1,122.32  $1,011.04 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

8x12  $4,145  $196.60  $177.71 
8x16  $5,345  $252.45  $227.71 
10x12  $5,195  $245.52  $221.46 
10x16  $5,945  $280.23  $252.71 

10x20  $7,295  $342.73  $308.96 
12x12  $5,945  $280.33  $252.71 
12x16  $7,295  $342.73  $308.96 
12x20  $8,495  $398.29  $358.96 
12x24  $9,745  $456.16  $411.04 
12x32  $12,745  $595.05  $536.04 
12x36  $14,345  $669.12  $602.71 
12x40  $15,895  $740.88  $667.29 
14x24  $12,445  $581.16  $523.54 
14x32  $16,195  $754.77  $679.79 
14x36  $17,995  $838.10  $754.79 
14x40  $19,795  $921.44  $829.79 
16x32  $18,295  $851.99  $767.29 
16x36  $20,295  $944.58  $850.63 
16x40  $22,395  $1,041.81  $938.13 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

8x16  $5,645  $266.34  $240.21 
10x16  $6,245  $294.12  $265.21 
10x20  $7,595  $356.62  $321.46 
12x16  $7,595  $356.62  $321.46 
12x20  $8,795  $412.18  $371.46 
12x24  $9,995  $467.73  $421.46 
12x32  $13,045  $608.94  $548.54 
12x36  $14,595  $680.69  $613.13 
12x40  $16,195  $754.77  $679.79 
14x24  $12,745  $595.05  $536.04 
14x32  $16,495  $768.66  $692.29 
14x36  $18,295  $851.99  $767.29 
14x40  $20,095  $935.32  $842.29 
16x32  $18,495  $861.25  $775.63 
16x36  $20,595  $958.47  $863.13 
16x40  $22,695  $1,055.69  $950.63 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

6x10  $4,045  $192.27  $173.54 
8x10  $4,045  $192.27  $173.54 
8x12  $4,145  $196.90  $177.71 
8x16  $5,345  $252.45  $227.71 
10x12  $5,195  $245.51  $221.46 

10x16  $5,945  $280.23  $252.71 

UPGS - Premier Garden Shed

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

6x10  $4,045  $192.27  $173.54 
8x10  $4,045  $192.27  $173.54 
8x12  $4,145  $196.90  $177.71 
8x16  $5,345  $252.45  $227.71 
10x12  $5,195  $245.51  $221.46 

10x16  $5,945  $280.23  $252.71 

UPCS - Premier Cottage Shed

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

12x32  $14,945  $696.90  $627.71 

12x36  $16,545  $770.97  $694.38 

12x40  $18,095  $842.73  $758.96 

14x32  $18,445  $858.94  $773.54 

14x36  $20,245  $942.27  $848.54 

14x40  $21,945  $1,020.97  $919.38 

16x32  $20,395  $949.21  $854.79 

16x36  $22,595  $1,051.06  $946.46 

16x40  $24,745  $1,150.60  $1,036.04 

UPC - Urethane Premier Cabin

UC - Urethane Cabin

UCC - Urethane Center Cabin

UG - Urethane GarageUUTX - Urethane Utility

USUTX - Urethane Side Utility

BUY OR RENT TO OWN! NO CREDIT CHECK!
©Copyright 2022 Premier Portable Buildings. All Rights Reserved. Unauthorized use is punishable by law. 6395REV01292022




